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The work of the 2022 BC College of Social Workers (BCCSW),
Board of Directors, continues at an incredible pace. I
acknowledge the departure of board member Deborah Jones,
RCSW. Much gratitude is extended to Deborah Jones for her
time on the board this term. I welcome new board member,
Trevor Moyah, RSW. The effort invested by all board members
into the work of the College is significant and much
appreciated. 

The work of the BCCSW operations staff matches the incredible
pace of the Board of Directors. The College operational staff
unfailingly continue to complete the operational tasks of the
College, modernize policies & procedures and respond to the
growing number of applicants and registrants. I extend a warm
welcome to new staff including, Anita Truong, Office
Administrator, Professional Practice and Naadiya Rauf,
Registration Assistant. 

Looking forward to this fall, I encourage all registrants to
consider running for a spot on the College’s Board. Information
about the election nomination process and election timeline is
included in this newsletter. 

The College is currently reviewing its bylaws and policies with a
view of embedding best practice diversity engagement and
transparency into the College’s structure. The College strongly
encourages self-identified Indigenous registrants, Black
registrants, People of Color registrants, and registrants from
equity seeking groups, to be considered for nomination.
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Legal including administrative law expertise.
Communications including the areas of government relations and
public relations.
Public Sector knowledge including all areas of broader public sector
administration and government.
Enterprise risk management including the application of risk
management across the College at all levels including the reduction
of uncertainty by the identification, prioritization and mitigation of
risk.
Human resources including the areas of compensation, benefits and
labor relations.
Awareness of social work practice and knowledge of current and
emerging issues affecting the profession.
Leadership skills with a demonstrated ability to lead a group in
effectively and efficiently carrying out Board direction.
Indigenous relations behavioral competencies which may include:

Understanding one’s thoughts, feelings, values and background
through self-discovery and awareness including how one’s
thoughts, feelings, values and background impact the success of
their interactions and relationships with Indigenous peoples.
Increasing one’s ability to build and maintain respectful and
effective relationships with Indigenous peoples through sustained
learning and development including direct exposure to cultural
and community ways and being willing to learn how diverse ways
of thinking and acting can ensure the success of the College.
The ability to work respectfully, knowledgeably, and effectively
with Indigenous peoples through cultural agility including creating
a sense of safety and by transforming feelings of nervousness or
anxiety into curiosity and appreciation.
Awareness and recognition of the impact of colonization, anti-
Indigenous and systemic racism on Indigenous communities.

Championing the achievement of intended, real change that meets
the enduring vision of Indigenous self-determination in British
Columbia through change leadership including learning from elders
and leaders, routinely energizing the change process, and removing
barriers to change.

The College Board of Directors have identified the following needed
competencies for the upcoming Board.

The 2021-2025 Strategic Priorities clearly illustrate that there is much important
and significant work to be done. A key 2021-2025 strategic priority includes
strengthening board governance. Board members throughout their time on the
board have a unique opportunity to support and strengthen the governance of the
board and the work 
of the College. 

I wish everyone a healthy, safe, and joyous summer.      

         BC College of Social Workers - bccsw.ca 
        info@bccsw.ca
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"The College is currently reviewing its bylaws and policies with a view of embedding
best practice diversity engagement and transparency into the College’s structure. 

The College strongly encourages self-identified Indigenous registrants, Black
registrants, People of Color registrants, and registrants from equity seeking groups, 

to be considered for nomination"
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Regulatory Social Work
Standards of Practice
BY ALANA PRASHAD, RSW
DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

British Columbia’s Social Workers Act establishes the College with the duty to serve
and protect the public at all times [s.3(1)(a)]. Further, the College is to exercise its
powers and always conduct its work in the public interest [s.3(1)(b)]. In other words,
the College must consider the general safety or general well-being of all British
Columbians when conducting its work. 

Section 2 of the Act lists the objects (or activities) that the College will conduct
under the law. One such activity is to govern registrants according to the Act
[s.3(2)(b)]. This statutory authority includes, in part, establishing, monitoring and
enforcing standards of practice [s.3(2)(e)].

Within this legislative context, the College’s Standards of Practice outline the
minimum expectations of professional conduct for all registered social workers in
British Columbia. Meeting these core standards is one way registered social
workers are accountable to their clients and by extension the public. The standards
can be applied to all fields where registrants work including but not limited to
private practice, non-profit agencies, and healthcare. The focus of the standards
of practice is how to conduct oneself as a regulated social work professional. As
with all standards, the College’s Standards of Practice will not cover all situations.
It is incumbent upon the registrant to know relevant legislation, employer policies,
and best practices in their field. This knowledge must be applied to bridge the gap
between the standards and particular issues that arise.

The standards also provide assessment criteria for the College’s Inquiry Committee
when conducting investigations. Any person may submit a complaint to the College
if they have concerns about a registrant’s conduct. The definition of “misconduct”
in bylaw 61 includes w) Any other failure to comply with the code of ethics or
standards of practice as approved by the board from time to time.  

 Sometimes, the College will publish practice guidance documents as social
workers may be referenced in a particular piece of legislation. For example, social
workers are directly referenced in s.97 of the Adoption Act (gov.bc.ca) regarding
completing homestudies. Social workers are also directly referenced in s.241 of the
Criminal Code (justice.gc.ca) regarding providing information on the lawful
provision of medical assistance in dying.  Recent College practice guidance
documents include medical assistance in dying and the use of technology. The
guidance in these documents encapsulate best practices within that specific area
of practice and are to be considered carefully in each situation. 

Regulatory social work standards of practice are the minimum expectations for
registrants to ensure public safety. To bridge the gap between the standards and
specific issues that arise in practice, registered social workers must exercise
professional judgment by knowing relevant best practices, policies, and legislation
within their specific fields.

Do you have any wisdom to share about exercising your professional judgment?
Please share your insights with alana.prashad@bccsw.ca and it may be published
in the next College Conversation. 

 

"Within this
legislative context,

the College’s
Standards of

Practice outline 
the minimum

expectations of
professional

conduct for all
registered social

workers in British
Columbia"
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https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/00_08031_01
http://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/BCCSW-CodeOfEthicsStandardsApprvd.pdf
https://bccsw.ca/public/complaint-information/
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/BCCSW-Bylaws-January-2022-and-2021-08-10-BCCSW-Bylaw-Revison-Letter-and-Redline-Changes-1.pdf
https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96005_01
https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96005_01
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/section-241.2.html
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/section-241.2.html
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/BCCSW-MAiD-Guideline-2021-1.pdf
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/BCCSW-MAiD-Guideline-2021-1.pdf
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/BCCSW-Technology-Standards.pdf
mailto:alana.prashad@bccsw.ca
https://bccsw.ca/about-us/college-conversation/
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Bylaws-in-force-Jan-2017_Hyperlinks-1.pdf
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Bylaws-in-force-Jan-2017_Hyperlinks-1.pdf
https://bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Bylaws-in-force-Jan-2017_Hyperlinks-1.pdf
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Impact of COVID-19 on CPD Extended 
through 2022 Registration Cycle

Self directed: 15 hours
Work based: 15 hours
Professional: 15 hours
Formal/Educational: 15 hours
Other: 15 hours
Degree/Diploma/Licensure Exam: 

 

       40 hours

In light of the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic, there
has been a change in the Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) requirement for
the current 2022 CPD cycle. Under normal
circumstances, all practicing registrants of the
College are required to report a minimum of 40
hours of CPD activities each year from at least
three of the six categories of CPD activities listed
below (the following table and more details of
different categories of activity are available at
Categories of Activity.pdf

 

MAXIMUM QUALIFYING HOURS 
FOR EACH CATEGORY 
OF CPD ACTIVITY

 

 As indicated see above, the maximum qualifying 
hours for five of the six categories of activity have
been set at 15, meaning that registrants will only
receive credit for 15 hours even if they claim more 
than 15 hours in one of those five categories.
Based on this rule, registrants have been required
to record 40 hours of CPD using activities from at
least three different categories (unless they have
completed a degree, diploma, or licensure exam)

This decision to provide registrants with more
flexibility in choosing types of CPD activities is
due to the challenge in completing activities in
categories involving face-to-face interactions
such as Work-based, Professional and
Formal/Educational. The College understands
that many trainings, seminars and conferences
have been cancelled due to COVID-19 physical
distancing and anticipates that registrants
have taken/will be taking on more activities in
the Self-directed category such as
independent learning or attending webinars.
Therefore, this change in the maximum
qualifying hours will alleviate the burden for
registrants having difficulty accumulating CPD
hours in categories other than the Self-
directed category.

This change only applies to categories of
activity, the requirement remains that a
minimum of three hours of CPD activity be
related to ethical conduct.

Please note that this change in the rule applies
to the current 2022 CPD cycle only. 

 

The College will continue to monitor the
development of the COVID-19 situation and
the fast-changing professional environment to
assess whether this change needs to be
maintained for the future CPD cycles. 

 For further information contact the College at
 info@bccsw.ca
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However, for the 2022 CPD cycle, the College
has decided to set the maximum qualifying hours
at 40 for all categories of activity. This change in
the rule will allow registrants to be credited for
up to 40 hours in any of the six categories,
meaning they will be able to meet the yearly 40-
hour requirement using activities from as little as
one category.

https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-Activities-Jan-2015.pdf
https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-%20Activities-Jan-2015.pdf).
https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-%20Activities-Jan-2015.pdf).
https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-%20Activities-Jan-2015.pdf).
https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-%20Activities-Jan-2015.pdf).
https://www.bccsw.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/CPD-Categories-of-%20Activities-Jan-2015.pdf).
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The College is always looking for
registrants to serve on the many
committees that direct and enhance
the work of the College. 

The committees include:

·Registration Committee 
·Inquiry Committee 
·Discipline Committee 
·Registration Appeals Committee 
·Quality Assurance Committee 
·Indigenous Council

HOW TO SERVE ON A
COLLEGE COMMITTEE

Committees

       BC College of Social Workers - bccsw.ca     
 info@bccsw.ca

Registration

Inquiry

Discipline

Registration Appeals

Quality Assurance

Indigenous Council

If you are interested in serving on a College Committee, please 
send an expression of interest email to office.coordinator@bccsw.ca

In your expression of interest email, please identify which
committee(s) you are interested in serving, provide any relevant
experience/education and include a statement summarizing the
reason(s) for your interest. 

Thank you 

page 5
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Board Member Election
HOW TO BE A CANDIDATE 

2022 Important Dates August 15, 2022 – Call for Nominations / Notice of election
September 15, 2022 – Nominations Close
October 15, 2022 – Ballots delivered to registrants
November 15, 2022 – Deadline to vote electronically and return post paper ballots
November 30, 2022 – Deadline for College to receive paper ballots
December 15, 2022 – Results Announced

Legal including administrative law expertise
Communications including the areas of government relations and public relations
Public Sector knowledge including all areas of broader public sector administration and government
Enterprise risk management including the application of risk management across the College at all levels including
the reduction of uncertainty by the identification, prioritization and mitigation of risk
Human resources including the areas of compensation, benefits and labor relations
Awareness of social work practice and knowledge of current and emerging issues affecting the profession
Leadership skills with a demonstrated ability to lead a group in effectively and efficiently carrying out Board direction

Understanding one’s thoughts, feelings, values and background through self-discovery and awareness including how
one’s thoughts, feelings, values and background impact the success of their interactions and relationships with
Indigenous peoples
Increasing one’s ability to build and maintain respectful and effective relationships with Indigenous peoples through
sustained learning and development including direct exposure to cultural and community ways and being willing to
learn how diverse ways of thinking and acting can ensure the success of the College
The ability to work respectfully, knowledgeably, and effectively with Indigenous peoples through cultural agility
including creating a sense of safety and by transforming feelings of nervousness or anxiety into curiosity and
appreciation
Awareness and recognition of the impact of colonization, anti-Indigenous and systemic racism on Indigenous
communities
Championing the achievement of intended, real change that meets the enduring vision of Indigenous self-
determination in British Columbia through change leadership including learning from elders and leaders, routinely
energizing the change process, and removing barriers to change

The BC College of Social Workers holds elections for new Board members in the fall of each year.

Please consider nominating a colleague to run for election this fall. Watch your email for the August 15, 2022, call for
nominations and 2022 notice of election announcement.

Information about the election and how to participate can be found here: British Columbia College of Social Workers
(bccsw.ca) The College is currently reviewing its bylaws and policies with a view of embedding best practice diversity
engagement and transparency into the College's structure. The College strongly encourages self-identified Indigenous
registrants, Black registrants, People of Color registrants, and registrants from equity seeking groups, to be considered for
nomination.

The College Board of Directors have identified the following needed competencies for the upcoming Board.

  Indigenous relations behavioral competencies which may include:

       BC College of Social Workers - bccsw.ca     
 info@bccsw.ca
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ELECTIONS COMING SOON !!!

https://bccsw.ca/about-us/board/election/


How to Ace a Licensing Examination
By Lavina G. Harless, MSW, LCSW
Reprinted with permission
Social Work Today
Vol. 22 No. 2 P. 20

An ASWB expert offers pointers on how test-takers can perform their best on exam day

Social workers preparing to take an Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB) licensing exam may be
eager for information about what to expect and the keys to success. First and foremost, be assured that
most people pass the exam on their first attempt. The secret to exam success is no secret: Being ready to
test means being ready to use the social work knowledge you’ve gained through your education and
experience to demonstrate your social work competence on a multiple-choice examination.

Why an Exam?
State social work regulatory boards are responsible for protecting the public, the consumers of social work
services. Boards require passing an exam—along with a degree from an accredited social work program
and, often, a period of supervised experience—to demonstrate that an applicant for licensure has the
minimum competence to practice safely and ethically the first day on the job.

The nature of social work means that incompetent practice can harm members of the public. Consumers of
social work services often do not have the option to select a social worker and cannot be expected to have
the expertise to evaluate a social worker’s competence. Licensure assures clients and the public of a social
worker’s competence and provides recourse when a social worker behaves unethically or incompetently.
When licensing requirements include a passing score on an objective measure of competency—an exam—
public protection is strengthened.

Built-in Fairness
The social work licensing examinations follow nationally recognized test development standards to ensure
validity, reliability, and fairness. Exam development includes many checks and balances along the way,
beginning with a major survey of thousands of social workers to determine the knowledge base and skills
that these professionals must possess. The result of the survey is a set of content outlines that guide what
kinds of questions belong on the exams.

Exam questions are written by licensed social workers from a multitude of backgrounds, locations, and
practice settings across the United States and Canada. The question writers are trained in best practices for
creating exam questions that come directly from their social work experiences and their own work with
clients and client systems. Writers use the content outlines developed through the survey to create
questions that effectively test a social worker’s knowledge.

Every question is reviewed by ASWB’s Examination Committee, whose members are trained to understand
how to identify and guard against bias in the exams. Pairing the input of this diverse group with ongoing
statistical monitoring of exam responses further helps to ensure fairness.

Even with all these steps in place, ASWB is planning to include perspectives from the major social work
organizations as it builds the next version of the exams. This collaborative process will engage the full
profession through a series of community-input sessions this summer. Those sessions will be followed by
the launch of the Social Work Census during Social Work Month in March 2023. This expanded practice
analysis survey is intended to capture information about the workforce, who social workers are, and what
they do.

How to Ace a Licensing Examination

info@bccsw.ca
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Steps for Taking the Exam
Because the social work exam is part of licensing, the first step is usually to contact your licensing board to
apply for a social work license. Once approved, you’ll need to register with ASWB and pay for the exam.
ASWB will then send you an Authorization to Test, which will let you schedule a testing appointment at a
Pearson VUE test center at a convenient time and place.

If you have a need that prevents you from taking the exam under standard testing conditions, if you have a
disability or other health condition, or if English is not your first language, you may be eligible to receive
nonstandard testing arrangements. Prior to registering for the exam, request approval for nonstandard
testing arrangements from ASWB. Should you be approved, the test center will be prepared to ensure the
testing experience goes smoothly.

Detailed information on each step can be found in the ASWB Examination Candidate Handbook, available
as a free download on the ASWB website.

Keys to Success
ASWB offers several resources that help candidates use their social work education to succeed on the
licensing examination. For example, the ASWB Guide to the Social Work Exams features detailed
information to help candidates better understand how the exam questions are written and the types of
answers being sought. It also includes reference lists to help review for the exam.

The online practice test, available to registered test-takers and designed as a companion to the exam guide,
simulates a real exam administration. It provides one-time access to a test made up of previously used
exam questions on an online platform similar to the one used at test centers. Upon completion of the
practice test, candidates will receive a score and explanations for their correct answers. Many who have
used the practice test have reported that it was a key element in their study plan.

Finally, consult the exam’s content outline, which is included in the ASWB Guide to the Social Work Exams
available on the ASWB website. This tool illustrates the knowledge, skills, and abilities that will need to be
demonstrated on the exam.

Understanding the Examination
Each ASWB examination contains 170 multiple-choice questions. Test-takers, who are allotted four hours
for the exam, can move freely through the exam, skip questions, change answers, mark questions for later
attention, highlight or strike through text, and review questions. Twenty of the 170 questions are being
pretested for possible use on a future examination and won’t affect exam scores.

While ASWB licensing exam questions are designed to avoid tricks that might fool test-takers,
understanding how questions are constructed can increase the chances for success. Questions fall into two
categories: a direct question/incomplete statement or a vignette, a short scenario that leads to a question.

The first type usually requires the test-taker to remember specific information. These questions, which are
typically straightforward, pertain to information learned during social work education.

The majority of questions contain vignettes. These situations might seem specific to a particular practice
setting, but they test universal skills and abilities. Typically, these questions require the use of critical
thinking to identify the correct action a social worker should take.

info@bccsw.ca

How to Ace a Licensing Examination Cont...
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Pay close attention to any qualifier set in all capital letters and a bold font style. For example, BEST, FIRST,
and NEXT. They bring more specificity to the question, helping candidates to focus on identifying the one
correct answer. Consider them carefully when choosing an answer.

ASWB examinations never have questions with options such as “All of the above,” “None of the above,” or
“A and D.” Every question is as simply worded as possible, with only one correct answer. A readability study
showed that the examinations read at the same level as 10th-grade textbooks—except for the social work
terminology.

Also, remember that each question is targeted to a specific knowledge, skill, or ability. This means that an
individual exam question is designed to measure a separate piece of competence. Each question contains
all the necessary information needed to answer it correctly—social work knowledge notwithstanding. In
other words, be extremely careful not to “read into” an exam question or allow hypothetical situations or
scenarios to cloud your ability to arrive at the correct answer.

Creating a Review Plan
As you organize a study plan, focus on what worked well for you in college or graduate school. Create a
customized plan grounded in your exam’s content outlines and references that will meet your timeline and
maximize your learning preferences. To get a feel for any areas that require special attention, be sure to
keep the content outline handy.

Include specific topics and a timetable for reviewing the materials. Following a structured plan will
reacquaint test-takers with the content they’ll be tested on and reduce anxiety that might get in the way of
optimum performance. Also consider forming an in-person or online study group with fellow test-takers.

No Tricks, No Games
The ASWB examinations do not rely on tricks, gimmicks, or word games. They are purposefully designed to
measure knowledge, skills, and abilities relevant to safe social work practice—not to confuse test-takers.
Putting energy into figuring out tricks to beat the exam is a waste of time.

A Note on Preparation Courses
Some test-takers pay for test preparation courses and materials sold by private companies. It may seem
reasonable to think that the best way to prepare is to review hundreds of practice questions or to memorize
a test preparation company’s list of terms and concepts. While these courses may provide useful resources,
be aware that ASWB has no relationship with any test preparation companies or courses. Practice
questions may not resemble real exam questions. Therefore, ASWB recommends building a customized
review plan that uses the association’s resources.

 

info@bccsw.ca
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Exam Day
Eventually, the big day arrives. Your preparation is complete, and you’re headed to the test center. At this
point, the key is to maximize your potential by minimizing surprises and staying centered.

The following are a few helpful tips to accomplish this goal:

• Practice self-care. Part of your social work education has been learning about techniques for managing
stress. Getting a good night’s sleep, maintaining good nutrition habits, and taking time for mindful relaxation
can contribute to success on exam day.

• Scout the test center’s location. It’s a good idea to visit the test center location before exam day to get a
lay of the land, including where to park and how long it will take to get there. Test-takers must arrive 30
minutes before their appointment time.

• Wear comfortable clothes and dress in layers.

• Consider leaving most personal items at home. You may be asked to remove large jewelry, watches, etc.

• Even if you believe they aren’t necessary, request earplugs from test center staff. This will help minimize
distractions from other test-takers entering and leaving the testing room.

• Pay attention to the on-screen tutorial. Make sure you are familiar with the testing software before you
begin the test.

• Take your time. Nearly all test-takers use less than the full four hours. Using ASWB’s online practice test
can help you get a sense of the right pace for moving through the exam.

• Make a series of passes through the examination. The exam software allows highlighting of text, so you
can easily go through the exam more than once.

Coming Soon
ASWB recognizes the important role that social work education programs have in preparing students for
practice. Therefore, beginning in August, the organization will offer social work educators a collection of
exam resources to increase access to exam information.

These new resources include performance data on graduates, online question-writing training for educators,
and an updated list of core references in the new ASWB Examination Guidebook. They will also include a
course guide to accompany the Group Review Practice Test and a set of retired exam questions for use in
the classroom.

Because ASWB believes that financial concerns should not pose barriers to effective test preparation, the
association is committed to providing these resources to educators for free.

info@bccsw.ca
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A Final Word
There’s no denying that taking a licensing examination can be stressful. The best way to overcome that
hurdle is to minimize uncertainty and demystify the process as much as possible. Being ready on exam day
isn’t just about the exam questions themselves—it also helps to have a thorough understanding of how the
exam works and the logistics of its administration. Taking a measured, comprehensive approach can make
the difference in your ability to let yourself shine come test day.

— Lavina G. Harless, MSW, LCSW, serves as senior director of examination services for the Association of
Social Work Boards (ASWB), where she has worked since 2005. She oversees development and
administration of the social work licensing examinations used in the United States and Canada. Under her
leadership, ASWB is expanding its research-driven exam development process to bring in more
perspectives, including those of individuals representing diverse racial, social, economic, and ethnic
backgrounds.
 
Examination Security & Confidentiality
It’s important to remember that the Association of Social Work Boards’ (ASWB) social work licensing
examinations are high-stakes exams that can affect a person’s ability to practice social work. Therefore,
exam security is taken very seriously. Violating exam security is a serious offense, and ASWB strictly
enforces security measures at its examination sites. Rules and procedures help ASWB and Pearson VUE
provide a secure testing environment and a reliable examination program.

Examination security measures include the following:
• maintaining different versions (forms) of the exam so no one takes the same exam twice;

• requiring identification;

• scanning test-takers’ palms;

• signing the Candidate Rules Agreement;

• signing the Confidentiality Statement agreeing not to share information about exam questions with anyone
at any time;

• limiting personal items taken into the testing room; and

• video and audio monitoring at the test center.

Any suspected violations of exam security and confidentiality, as well as other irregularities, are reported to
Pearson VUE and ASWB for investigation. Test-takers who are found to have violated security measures
will have their examination scores invalidated, will be reported to their board, and face the possibility of a
range of administrative, civil, and criminal charges.

— LGH

info@bccsw.ca
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NEW MEMBER

BOARD TRAINING 

San Diego 2022
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Patsy Greyeyes, Jason Lam, Amy Rosborough

BCCSW 2022 New Board Members
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BCCSW welcomes 
Talita Kallie as
Inquiry Complaints
Administrator
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Talita Kallie 

Contact me:
talita.kallie@bccsw.ca

 BC College of Social Workers - bccsw.ca 
    info@bccsw.ca

Welcome

Talita attended the University of British
Columbia and graduated with a double major
in Philosophy and Political Science. After living
in Vancouver for ten years she returned to
Ontario and worked with the Region of Peel as a
Clinical Administrator for a Mass Vaccination
Site before being hired by the British Columbia
College of Social Workers. Hired in late February
of 2022, Talita is excited to continue learning
and growing with the College. 
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Anita Truong 
BCCSW welcomes Anita
Truong as Professional
Practice Office Complaints
Administrator.

As a former Electronic
Medical Records project
manager and a Medical
Office Assistant to a multi-
disciplinary clinic in the
downtown east side
serving the marginalized
population, Anita has had
her career focused in the
healthcare industry
supporting colleagues,
physicians, patients and
medical offices. Anita
believes this has prepared
her for this exciting new
role with the College. 

 

Contact me:
anita.truong@bccsw.ca

Anita is a former hiker and
outdoors person however
with welcoming her son in
early 2020, she has
reprioritized and focused
her time on enjoying her
free time spent with her
young family. 

Anita is thankful for the
opportunity and to be
welcomed by all of the kind
staff at the College.

 BC College of Social Workers - bccsw.ca 
    info@bccsw.ca

Welcome
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Chair - Denese Espeut-Post, Public Member

Vice Chair - Ann Joseph, RSW

Social Work Members

Sonia Andhi Bilkhu, RSW

Lori Bull, RSW

David Chiang, Public Member

Patsy Greyeyes, Public Member

Jason Lam, RSW

Jenny Morgan, RSW

Trevor Moyah, RSW

Christina Rodrigues, RSW

Amy Rosborough, RSW

Natalie Shorten, Public Member

Registrar & CEO
Mark Hillenbrand, MSW, RCSW

Deputy Registrar
Lise Beauchesne, MSW, PhD, RSW

Director of Professional Practice
Alana Prashad, MSW, RSW

Manager, Registration Services
Hoon Kim, BMath, BBA, JD

Office Administrator, Professional Practice
Anita Truong, MOA, BA Candidate

Assistant Manager, Registration Services
Anisa Hussein, MD

Registration Assistant
Naddiya Rauf, BA Candidate

Investigative Counsel
Madelaine Kirk, BSc, JD

Inquiry Investigator
Rob Craig, BA, CIP

Inquiry Complaints Administrator
Talita Kallie, BA

Executive Assistant
Tracy Singh, BA Candidate
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CONTACT US 

British Columbia College of Social Workers 
1420 - 1200 West 73rd Ave.

 

Telephone: (604) 737-4916
Toll Free: 1-977-576-6740

 Email: info@bccsw.ca
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